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Appellation: Hawkes Bay

Vineyards:  Gimblett Gravels 

Variety:  Syrah 100% 

Harvest Detail: Picked: 8th April to 22nd April                                         

Alc/Vol: 13.1 %    TA: 6.4 g/l     pH: 3.82     RS:  <0.46 g/l

Winemaking: 
2015 was a perfectly warm season in Hawkes Bay with a typically dry late 
summer and early autumn. Special canopy management of the vines along 
with impeccable viticulture during the growing season ensured that the fruit 
quality was of the highest order.
 
Syrah grapes were hand-harvested from a range of individual sites and 
fermented separately. A range of maceration periods allowed for increased 
complexity and 25% of whole bunch clusters were included in the 
fermentations, which contributed to freshness, aromatics and structure. 
The cap was hand-plunged and/or pumped over twice daily for optimum 
colour and tannin extraction with an average of 25 days on the skins.

Post-fermentation maceration created a complexity of tannins that softened 
and stabilized the wine before aging in predominantly new French oak 
barriques (15 months) and a portion aged in large format 5000 liter oak 
ovals. 

Wine: 
The 2015 Homage is a powerful and beautifully fragrant wine with 
interwoven berry purity and oak sophistication. A rose-scented nose initially 
dominates the aromatics, supported by blackberry and subtle licorice 
undertones. Structured notes of blueberry, black olive and black pepper 
linger on the palate for a long and balanced finish. The distinctly floral 
characteristic of this wine adds a seamless dimension, derived from 
increased vine age and whole bunch fermentation. 

Enjoy now with game and meat dishes or cellar - this wine will age 
gracefully for many years (10+).

$100  SPR
99 pts.  James Suckling
99 pts.  Sam Kim, Wine Orbit
98 pts.  Bob Campbell, MW

2015 “HOMAGE” SYRAH


